
MINUTES OF VOLLEYBALL TASMANIA COMMITTEE MEETING

1. INTRODUCTIONS & APOLOGIES

DATE 15h November 2018

MEETING OPENED 5.30pm 

VENUE Function Room, Elizabeth College, North Hobart

MINUTES Adrien Ickowicz

MEETING CALLED BY Volleyball Tasmania

TYPE OF MEETING Committee meeting

CHAIR Steven Ibbott

ATTENDEES
Steve Flude, Peter Hutchinson, Adrien Ickowicz, Chris Rice, Triin Thorpe, Brady
Williams, Steven Ibbott, Mark Thomas, Sam Wardlaw, Mark Jones

APOLOGIES Mick Adams, Greg Anderson, Steph Hind

ABSENT

2. CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES (distributed and read)

AMENDMENTS TO 
MINUTES Nil

Moved: S. Ibbott Seconded: S. Flude

3. ACTION CHECKLIST

NEW

 Brady W. to chase the late payers.
 Mark T. to update the Payment Schedule accordingly
 Mark T. to set a date for the face to face session
 Chris R. to seek feedback regarding the competition calendar.,

and update/amend if required.
 Peter  H.  to  design  and present  the  process/proposal  to  VTi

committee at next meeting.
 Steve I. To contact TEVC to inform them of the outcome.
 Brady  W.  to  transfer  the  voted  contribution  to  TEVC  when

agreed.
 Adrien  I.  To  follow  up  on  the  AGM  2019  organisation  and

contact BeachVB Rd 4 organisers to evaluate feasibility. 
CARRIED FORWARD / 
ONGOING  Chris R. to liaise with Jan regarding ASG 2019

COMPLETE  Gilly/Peter H: Follow up AVSC payment with athletes/parents.
 Greg  A.  to  contact  VA  for  current  list  of  Tasmania-based

qualified coaches (Level 1-2-3).
 Greg  A.  to  contact  Laura  C.  and  talk  to  her  for  assessing

potential Level 2 coaches candidates. 
 Club president to liaise with Greg A. to list active coaches per

club with interest in training.
 Chris  R.  to  send  a  reminder  about  TasOpen  2018,  and

highlight the 2 days comp’ aspect of it.
 Chris R.  to liaise with Mark T.  to identify the steps Mark T.



needs to take in order to get to a higher standard of refereeing
across the competitions.

 Peter H. to look for a Grade 10 Girls assistant coach.
 Triin T.  to advertise on FB page the Rising Star  Camp, and

push for athletes and coach participation.
 Peter H. to meet with THS VP next week.
 Peter H. to liaise with Mick A. for School Beach Cup.
 Steve  F.  to  contact  Echidnas  to  progress  forward  with  the

Banners.
 Steve  F.  to  start  the  purchases  reported  in  the  Sport  and

Recreation Grant. 
 Sam  W.:  To  move  forward  with  changing  our  web  hosting

option
 Mark  T.  :  Schedule  meeting  with  competitions  officer  in

regards  to  mandatory  referee  session  with  each  club,
purchase  referee  badges,  submit  payment  schedule  for
publishing

4. PRESIDENT’S REPORT

PRESIDENT Stephen Ibbott 

DISCUSSION It’s been a busy few months since my last report in August.

Adrien and I have re-introduced Volleyball Tasmania to our 
state Sport & Rec department; the initial account manager 
assigned to us then left the department and we recently met 
with his replacement. However, in-between we collaborated on 
a State Grants Program application for 2019 totalling $30,000. 
There is a lot of competition for the annual state grants budget.
We may only be successful in part of the grant, but the level of 
funding will reflect the level of commitment and reporting 
required. More money in volleyball can bring increased risk, but
huge opportunity as well – let’s not be afraid to take risks, but 
let’s plan our own future in a smart and collaborative way.

We hosted a fourth Rising Stars camp in October, again well 
attended by lots of keen juniors, who benefited from expert 
tutorage from ex-national coaches. Some local coaches also 
learned a few things. Many thanks again to Tim Medwin who 
helped manage the event and look after the coaches.

Next weekend both Adrien and I will attend the VA Annual 
General Meeting and various stakeholder meetings. This will 
include a report on our VA funding for Gilly’s trainee role and 
school Spikezone equipment rollout as part of the national 
participation agenda. It is imperative for the future of Volleyball
Tasmania that we make this work and prove that we can 
effectively manage both people and programmes – not just 
competitions – to a high standard of governance.

There are many exciting prospects moving towards us quickly. 
The Echidnas’ assault on the 2018 AVL Championship Series, 
2019 state junior teams, possible VVI state league; but also 
outreach into new schools, in new areas of the state, and 
helping our affiliates better position themselves to keep 
growing and delivering quality in our sport. Both the NTVA and 
BVA will need our support now, more than ever, and I am 
cautiously optimistic about some new administrators in 



Devonport as well.

I look forward to a fun beach volleyball season; I wish all 
Echidnas players, coaches and support staff all the very best 
for the Melbourne tournament; and I am confident that all our 
juniors and their coaches and parents will have another 
cracking week at AVSC. My thanks to all who have helped make
these things happen.

ACTION

5. TREASURER’S REPORT

TREASURER Brady Williams

DISCUSSION

 Most  expenses from AVSC paid for  (flights,  accomodation,
uniforms,  entry  fees,  local  transport).  Some  outstanding
items

 Most payments have been received from the athletes. A few
still not started to pay anything yet. To be chased.

ACTION  Brady to chase the late payers.

6. COACHING OFFICER’S REPORT

COACHING OFFICER Greg Anderson

DISCUSSION  List of coaches and requisite coaching level sent to VA (see
Appendix A.1). Waiting for Chloe to get back to me to accept
this list

 VA  may  send  out  a  $22  fee  to  all  coaches  to  have  their
registration renewed. If this occurs I would like them to send
out a certificate to every coach

 All these coaches are on the fortix system and registered as
coaches.  System  does  not  allow  us  to  nominate  level  of
ability. 

 Coaching officer needs to have  a reminder in it’s to do list
that every year we send/let VA know our current coaching
list.  According  to  VA  documents,  as  long  as  a  coach  is
registered  in  the  state  they  maintain  their  coaching
registration.  This  fails if  after  4 years they have not  been
registered. We should also have a record of who they have
been coaching and or courses they have undertaken to keep
skills up to date.

 I’d like to have a sub folder for each coach to keep a copy of
their WWVP. Can we have an auto email sent out when their
due date is about to run out?

 Laura is happy to view any coaches who want to go to level
2,  we may be able to  have enough documentation  to  get
them an RPL – TBA

 A level 3 course is being expected to be run by each state
every 2 years. A cost to participants would be around $450
for a 3 day (30 hour) course. This is for min 10 participants
and a local presenter and looks at food and venue hire. Each
person needs to purchase the new coaching book from VA
$70 on top. They also need to do the intermediate general
coaching principles course on line at  extra cost (about  35
hours).

 We currently  have  no  one  travelling  to  post  AVSC  camp.



This is due to time off work or experience. I  would like to
have  a  Tassie  representative  every  year  for  mens  and
womens camps and it is to our advantage that VA is waiving
the cost for coaches from Tas to attend. (approx. $500).

 As a coach and seeing how these events  are run I  find it
cost prohibitive to get coaches to pay for the experience. If
Steve  could  get  a  cost  break  down for  these  events  that
would be great. From my experience in running large events
such as these, I find it hard to justify the cost to coaches let
alone the players, we can’t be a sport that is only for those
who can pay!!!!!!

ACTION  Obtain a cost breakdown of the post-championship camps

7. REFEREEING OFFICER’S REPORT

COMPETITION OFFICER Mark Thomas

DISCUSSION

 Payment Schedule for Publishing (See Appendix A.2)
 This payment schedule is in line with other states and similar

to what we are currently paying referees
 The  main  point  of  difference  from  our  previous  payment

schedule  is  the  increase  between  Level  1  and  Level  2  to
encourage referee development.

 A comment has been made that we could encourage people to
increase their accreditation level by increasing the match fees
for each level. 

 Ordering Refereee Badges. No progress has yet been made - I
would like some assistance from the committee. Primarily: 

o Where to purchase
o  How to use VTI funds for invoicing

 Meeting  Competitions  Manager.  The  suggestion  of  having
mandatory  referee  training  or  a  set  number  of  qualified
referees for each club to enter was raised at the meeting in
my  absence.  This  was  met  with  some  resistance  and
competitions would like some alternative options to explore,
before  we  take  that  path.  I  will  follow  up  at  the  next
competitions  meeting  with  some  of  our  other  discussed
alternatives:

o  Including Face to Face
o  Video Recording session and paper test

 New talking point. Given that our preferred option of working
with  each  club  through  competitions  requires  more  work.  I
suggest that we also choose a date early next year for a face
to face session to be held. I suggest the first weekend after
school starts, Saturday or Sunday the 9th or 10th of February.
This  ensures  it  is  done  prior  to  the  start  of  the  Southern
League season. At this session we can create the instructional
videos  (unless  some  CC  videos  can  be  sourced  externally)
which  could  be  used for  some streamlined courses  later  in
2019.

 ACTION

 Mark to update the Payment Schedule accordingly
 Mark to identify what information needs to go onto the VTi 

website and where
 Mark to set a date for the face to face session



8. COMPETITIONS OFFICER’S REPORT

COMPETITION OFFICER Chris Rice

DISCUSSION  Tasmanian Open
o Summary: The 10th Annual Tas Open was held on the 

weekend of 20-21 October 2018 at Elizabeth College. 
Whilst team numbers were slightly down on previous 
years, we had excellent feedback with relation to the 
changes in format. Matches were scheduled to include 
Saturday night, allowing for extended match times - to 
provide longer, higher quality games, which was met 
with positive reviews.

o Future considerations: 
 the need to identify a weekend to host this 

tournament at the same time every year, so 
that it becomes a permanent fixture in the VTI 
calendar (similar to Warrnambool in Victoria or 
Good Neighbour in the ACT). Perhaps that is the 
third weekend in October, as with many 
previous editions (providing a stepping-stone for
our senior TVA teams for NSC).

 the desire to market this event interstate and 
what we need to provide in terms of value for 
money in luring teams to Tasmania. In my 
opinion the extended match format is the first 
step towards this. Perhaps sponsorship to offer 
prize money might also be key.

 the likelihood of needing to use a venue with 3 
courts and better facilities, if we increase the 
number of teams participating. Alternatively, 
the use of playing some ‘local’ matches on the 
Friday night of the weekend tournament to 
lighten the load, similar to Good Neighbour etc.

 Southern League
o Summary: The 2018 Spring Southern League is on 

track for an exciting finish in all 4 divisions, with finals 
beginning on Monday, 19 November and concluding on 
Monday, 3 December 2018. This season has operated 
at capacity in terms of entrants, for a three-court venue
running 3 matches on each (unless a 4th match is 
scheduled). This doesn’t usually present as an issue for
the Autumn season and we did have the option of using
New Town High School for the current Spring season, 
as an additional venue/court. As discussed at the last 
VTI meeting, after being proposed at the Comps Sub-
Committee meeting, the Southern League will operate 
two 18-week rosters in 2019. I have tentatively booked 
the Moonah Stadium with the NFSRA from Monday, 18 
February 2019. For those not in attendance at either 
meeting, this is in order to accommodate the growing 
competition in terms of entries, but also to allow for 
complete rounds to be conducted in every division prior
to finals. Moreover, administratively it provides the 
opportunity to use forced byes to limit the need to 
move to a larger venue, or to create an artificial bye 
round for the entire competition mid-season. 
Additionally, it may also allow the competition to host a



Referee/Policy session on the first night of the season, 
if the number of entries does not require the use of the 
full 18 weeks for matches. Clearly the scheduling of an 
18-week block allows flexibility, once team nominations
have been received.

o Future considerations: 
 to provide qualified referees for all future 

Southern League finals, both first and second. 
This is a work in progress, with the intention to 
at least cover first referees for this finals’ series.

 re-wording of some of the Policy to tighten or 
clarify the qualification process and definitions 
regarding ‘eligible’ players for non-finals and 
finals matches.

 ensuring the earlier start of Southern League 
does not adversely impact attendance in the VTI
Beach Series, but rather, use this as a platform 
to garner interest and participation.

 to liaise with the Refereeing Officer with regard 
to mandatory qualification for each club/team 
and how this is facilitated.

 State League:
o Summary: At the last Comps Sub-Committee meeting it

was unanimously agreed the format and timing of State
League was proving very successful and would remain 
the same for 2019. The strengths of starting State 
League at the conclusion of the Autumn Southern 
League and completing this competition prior to the 
beginning of AVL was seen as highly beneficial for our 
elite pathways, whilst maintaining club integrity and 
fostering junior development. It was proposed that we 
once again offer one of the two northern rounds to 
either Burnie or Devonport to establish a true State-
wide competition. If there were no support or interest 
from those associations, Launceston would once again 
host both northern rounds. At the last VTI committee 
meeting this proposal was generally accepted, albeit, 
with an attempt in the future to avoid holding rounds in
Launceston during weekends when AFL matches were 
hosted. I can confirm the proposed dates do not align 
with any AFL matches in the north of the state.

o Future considerations:
 is there an issue of having the 2019 State 

League finals scheduled for Saturday, 17th 
August, the same day the SSA 15 and Under 
Championships are scheduled to begin in 
Adelaide?

 the prospect of players from within the 
Tasmania Echidna training squad not supporting
their local clubs in the Tasmania State League’s 
current format, for more attractive interstate 
alternatives.

 Mixed Tas Open / Masters
o Summary: We need to lock in dates and venues for 

both the 2019 Mixed Tas Open and the 2019 Masters 
competitions, usually scheduled in the first half of the 
calendar year. Both events are generally well attended,



when we actually have the interest and ability to hold 
them. For me, there will be a struggle to host both 
events to success in the same calendar year. With that 
in mind, perhaps there could be an opportunity to 
combine these two events. Clearly this would help with 
de-saturating our events calendar but also reduce the 
administrative burden in organising the two events 
separately.

o Future considerations: 
 where and when can we schedule this/these 

events in 2019.
 All-Stars: 

o Summary: Another successful edition of the All-Stars 
concept was held on Sunday, 11 November 2018. As 
this event has only just been held, I have not yet met 
with Jan et al. to discuss future events and ownership 
by VTI in 2019.

o Future considerations: 
 can VTI adopt this format and provide each club 

the opportunity to ‘host’ this event on a rotating
basis to allow the possibility of their own 
fundraising opportunities, whilst providing strict 
guidelines on what we wish this event to 
achieve, pathways, exposure etc.

 2019 Competitions Calendar / Sub Committee
o Summary: The 2019 VTI comps calendar was circulated

in paper form at the last VTI meeting. (See Appendix 
A.4)

o Future considerations: 
 can those responsible for certain events / 

competitions please correct/provide any dates 
to me either via email or in person.

 creation of think tank to consider the long-term 
future of competitions in Tasmania or is this the 
ongoing work of the Comps Sub Committee.

 ACTION

 Chris to seek feedback regarding the competition calendar 
and update/amend if required.

 Secure dates and venues for 2019 key competitions.

9. JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT OFFICER’S REPORT

JD OFFICER Peter Hutchinson

DISCUSSION  Senior  TVA  teams  competed  in  the  Tasmanian  Open
tournament, 20th and 21st October

 Rising  Stars  Camp,  27th  and  28th  October  (25  athletes
attended)

 31/10 and 14/11 - School visits, Richmond Primary School
 AVSC 2018 : The formal entry process has been completed.

Final preparations in progress.
 Taroona High School, Athlete Development Program Volleyball

2019: THS have 24 students enrolled in the program. Coaching
assistance to  be provided by VTI  at  training  sessions to be
held at the UTAS gym. Further issues / details to be discussed.

 Planning  for  VTI  representative  teams  at  National
Competitions  in  2019:  Each  of  the  3  groups  to  have  EOI
meetings / trainings at EC on Sunday 18th November. 



o Steve I. proposed a formal motion for Peter H. to design
the  process  through  which  responsible  parties  (VTi,
players,  coaches)  will  interact  in  order  to  ensure
participation at the competition. This will include timing
for EOIs and confirmed participation as well as a cost
estimate for all the teams (currently about $50k, to be
refined.). 

o Motion seconded (Steve F.) and accepted.
 21/11 - School visit, Richmond Primary School
 Beach Volleyball Schools Cup to be held at Kingston Beach on

Wednesday 28 th November
 VTI Junior Development Calendar for 2019

ACTION
 Peter H. to design and present the state team 

process/proposal to VTi committee at next meeting.

10. SPONSORSHIP OFFICER’S REPORT

SPONSORSHIP OFFICER Steven Flude

DISCUSSION

 Sport  and Recreation Minor  Grants  Program (Application  for
$4350 grant) : 

o All suppliers contacted and invoices raised and paid.
o Equipment received from Iron Edge (plyometric boxes)

& Aust Volleyball Warehouse(post pads & ball trolleys).
o Medicine balls purchased locally from Kmart.
o Still  awaiting  delivery  of  big  ticket  items:  nets  and

posts.
o Items purchased and received currently stored in my

garage. I’m not currently aware of agreements with the
venues we play at with regards gear storage, so have
not sort to relocate equipment as yet.

 Cadbury Fundraiser Grant:
o Eligible to apply for a grant up to $500 as a result of

purchasing  fundraising  chocolates  during  the  eligible
grant period.

o Grant round closing date Nov 16 2018.
o  Currently writing up grant application for “Project” to

repair Beach Volleyball tent.
 Banners: 

o Contacted Scott Donovan to see how we were situated
with photography for the banners.  Awaiting arrival  of
new Echidna uniforms before doing photoshoot.

o  Banner supplier contacted and made aware of delay in
supplying “artwork”.

 Future Accommodation Options: 
o Per  discussion  at  last  meeting  we  were  looking  at

approaching the Huskies with regards accommodation/
playing  possibilities  at  the  Derwent  Entertainment
Centre. Given Council has refused their purchase offer,
this has not been pursued any further.

 Future Grant Options: 
o Will  start  assessing  suitability  of  grants  to  support

activities occurring next year.

ACTION
Investigate further grant/funding options, including women in 
sport and local grant programs.

11. ICT OFFICER’S REPORT

COMPETITION OFFICER Sam Wardlaw



DISCUSSION

 Email List. The updated plan has not solved our issue of not
being able to alter the committee mailing list. I have raised a
support  ticket  with  xHost  and  they  have  responded  and
confirmed this a bug on their end and they are investigating.
In the mean time they will alter the list for us removing Jake’s
email  address and adding Triin’s.  I  will  keep the committee
updated on when they have resolved the problem for us (or
Steve will  as he gets the email  whenever they reply to the
ticket).

 Web Hosting. We have now updated our web hosting package.
Our new plans we are no longer over our storage limit and we
now have unlimited bandwidth (not that the latter was ever an
issue for us).  I haven’t removed our additional domains yet as
I  have  to  unlink  them  from the  websites  they  are  current
pointing to and the associated files before it will let me (that
will happen in the coming weeks when I have a spare hour or
two).  Unfortunately,  I  made  an  error  when  looking  at  the
pricing for the plans, and didn’t include the fact that we are
currently on a windows server which is $5/month more than
the plans I quoted. This means our current plan is costing us
the  same  as  our  previous  plan.  I  suggest  we  talk  to  Josh
Lawrence to see which services we have that are reliant on
windows to see how feasible it would be to move to a non-
windows plan  by  next  years  invoice  to  save this  additional
cost. 

 ACTION  Resolve email list / dashboard issues

12. GENERAL BUSINESS

Everyone

DISCUSSION  AGM 2019:
o Context  –  the  AGM  is  a  duty  of  every  registered

association. It is usually held within a (short) number of
months following the end of the previous financial year,
in order to validate the activities of the association for
the past year.  Depending on the constitution,  it  may
also be expected that board / committee members are
elected during the AGM. Depending on the size of the
association,  not every member is expected to attend
the  AGM.  However,  it  is  often  a  healthy  sign  that  a
good  proportion  of  members  attend  this  event.  In
recent  years,  VTi  has  had  relatively  low  numbers
attend AGMs. This limits the exposure of what has been
achieved by the officers during the year and reduces
the chances of new blood committing to an active role
within  the  organisation.  In  addition,  VTi  AGMs  have
been  held  a  little  late  after  the  beginning  of  the
calendar  year  (late  March/April)  when most  activities
have  started  since  February,  forcing  new  officers  to
play catch up.

o Proposal – We propose to hold the AGM in February (at
the same time as indoor programs start, if not a little
earlier) either a Friday or a Saturday night, in a public
venue,  with VTi  potentially  offering  food/drink  to  the
members. As part of the AGM, volunteers for the past
year  would  be  officially  thanked  and  rewarded
(certificate/other,  depending  on  commitment).  Other



activities can be suggested (MVPs of the year award,
Referee  of  the  year,  TVA  team  of  the  year  –
suggestions are open). The AGM would be reduced in
time (40-50 min  including the volunteers and awards
ceremony)  and  would  serve  the  only  purpose  of
electing  the  officers  and  validating  the  past  year
activities. (See Appendix A.3 for an example).

o Goal – By organizing a more member-friendly event we
expect  more  people  to  attend and  contribute  to  the
AGM. We expect the recruitment of active committee
members  would  be  facilitated,  and  the  volleyball
community  within  the  state  to  be  more  active  as  a
result.  By organizing the AGM in February we expect
less catch up work to do when officers change roles or
new people are elected. It also gives every officer close
to  a  full  year  to  achieve  their  objectives  –2  more
months  than  currently.  Finally,  publicly  thanking  the
volunteers,  in  addition  to  growing  the  number  of
attendees  at  the  AGM,  automatically  would  give  the
volunteers a sense of appreciation, a bit more official. It
also  gives  exposure  to  them  within  the  volleyball
community.

o It was decided to get on with this idea. Preliminary date
is the 16th February 2019, after the Beach Rd 4. Need
to talk to Rd 4 organisers to see if a joint event at one
of the BeachVB sponsors is an option. 

 Funding support for Tasmanian Echidnas Volleyball Club
o Context – TEVC President, Mark Jones, presented to the

committee  the  recently  created  venture  of  the
Tasmanian  Echidnas  Volleyball  Club.  The  club  will
participate in this year’s AVL Championship Series with
multiple goals in mind

 Competing  highly,  in  order  to  facilitate  the
objective of a permanent invitation to play the
AVL; 

 Growing  the  young  Tasmanian  players  into
higher volleyball standards;

 Increase the visibility of volleyball  in Tasmania
through elite entertaining matches

 In  the  long  run  facilitate  the  recruitment  and
retention of young players.

The Echidnas have been able to raise $11k to date,
despite  the  difficulty  to  sell  a  single  3  day
tournament on the mainland to private companies.
Funds also come from political representatives, with
Mike Gaffney MLC contributing $1500. Finally TEVC
has been able to sign up 80 members to date. A few
more fundraising events are organised prior to the
Championship. 
Mark is asking from VTi to help getting across the
required funding by contributing the same amount
that has been raised to date from other sponsors,
$11k.

o Discussion – 
 The development of a sustainable AVL franchise

is  largely favoured by all  the members  in the
committee,  given  the  potential  medium-long
term benefit  on  the  membership  number  and



the visibility of the sport.
 During  the discussion  of  this  proposal,  it  was

explained,  the  aspiration  to  include  3
'international  players'  per team was to ensure
the most competitive TEVC teams were sent to
the  2018  NCS,  on  advice,  participation  alone
would not secure 'full participation' in AVL 2019,
but  would  rather  depend  on  the  TEVC's
results. It  was  explained,  the  Federation  of
Origin of a player is the first National Federation
where  the  player  registered to  play  volleyball
and due to the status of the 2018 NCS (and AVL)
those  'international  players'  were  required  to
have  an  International  Transfer  Certificate  in
order to be eligible to play in these Australian
National  level  competitions  (outside  of  their
Federation of Origin).  As such, the TEVC board
decided 6 'international players' were required
for  the  2018  NCS  and  therefore  needed  to
budget  at  least $2000CHF  for  each  of  those
players to  have  their  International  Transfer
Certificate processed by the FIVB. As discussed,
that  is  approximately  $2,800AUD  for  each
player to be paid to the FIVB, a required total of
$16,800AUD  in  transfer  fees  alone
(assuming the  player's  Federation  of  Origin
waived their own transfer fees).



 Any VTi contribution to the TEVC has the final
aim  to  benefit  the  Tasmanian  volleyball
community as a whole, not only a small group of
players. 

 The addition of $11k funding towards volleyball
[in general] in a short amount of time is a great
achievement, demonstrating the attractiveness
of  both  volleyball  in  general,  and  TEVC  in
particular

 The  commitment  of  a  number  of  volunteers
willing  to  give  time  to  increase/improve  the
exposure and volleyball offer in Tasmania is to
be encouraged.

o Decision process – Steve I proposed a motion to grant
the Echidnas $8200 (net of GST) as follows:

 $3200  as  registration  fees  into  the  AVL
Championship Series  2018

 $5000  as  additional  sponsorship  money  for
TEVC.

o The motion was seconded by Steve F. and voted 5 in
favour, 0 against. Triin T., Sam W. and Adrien I. recused
themselves from the vote due to potential  conflict of
interest  (all  three  are  selected  in  the  TEVC  teams
travelling to Melbourne in 2018).

ACTION  Adrien I. To follow up on the AGM 2019 organisation and 
contact BeachVB Rd 4 organisers to evaluate feasibility. 

 Steve I. To contact TEVC to inform them of the outcome.
 Brady W. to transfer the voted contribution to TEVC when 

agreed.



NEXT MEETING

NEXT MEETING 09 January 2019

ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING

MEETING CLOSED 7.20pm

ITEMS FOR UPCOMING MEETINGS

ITEMS

None advised



APPENDIX

A.1 COACH LIST
Level 1 – Foundation

First name Last Name Club First name Last Name Club

Ben Althaus Zuno Kaitlyn Lamb

Tiarna Bakowski Phoenix Emily Macquarie

Claudio Castillo-Jordan Reuben McCormack

Chris Eickhoff Phoenix Jayne McPherson

Callum Flude Phoenix Gilly Millar Zuno

Steven Flude Phoenix Jake Morgan Van Diemens

Ali Ghahremanlou BOSS Wade Nation Zuno

Stephanie Hind Phoenix Elkana Ngwenya

Nicholas Jones Van Diemens Kaitlyn Palfrey Van Diemens

Rachel Kitson David Peachey

Emmanuel Klonaris Phoenix Marcus Pryke LVC

David Kruijver Mark Thomas Vikings

Level 2 – Talent

First Name Last Name Club First Name Last Name Club

Michael Adams Phoenix Granger Lever Phoenix

Greg Anderson Zuno Ross Matton-
Johnson

BOSS

Phillip Bessell Phoenix Tim Medwin

Adam Blackburn Van Diemens Christopher Rice Van Diemens

Scott Donovan Vikings Rod Scott BOSS

Dangnoi Hutchinson Zuno Josh Thorpe Van Diemens

Peter Hutchinson Zuno Triin Thorpe BOSS

Stephen Ibbott Zuno Ingrid Van Der Mei TEVC

Adrien Ickowicz Vikings John Young TEVC

Level 3 – Expert

First Name Last name Club

Laura Coombe Van Diemens



A.2 REFEREE PAYMENT SCHEDULE

Referee Level of
Attainment

Time Limited Games
(up to 60 mins)

Scheduled best of 3-
Sets

Scheduled best of 5-
sets

Foundation (Level 1) $15 $20 $22.5

Development (Level 2) $15 $22.5 $25

Advanced (Level 3) $15 $22.5 $25

High Performance
(Level 4)

$15 $22.5 $25



A.3 Example of AGM Agenda

An example of AGM agenda would be:

1. Confirmation of the minutes of the previous AGM

2. President’s Report

a. Activity report

b. Volunteer recognition

c. Player/Ref/Team of the year award

3. Audited Financial Statement

4. Election of executive and officers of the association

5. Appointment of an auditor

6. Establishment of the association headquarters for the year

7. Closing of the AGM


